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ETAN, THE COMPANY
Etan was founded in 1988 and over the years
has grown into one of the bigger players on the
European market. The company is a specialist
in the market, and its wide experience and
expert knowledge guarantees the best service
possible. A wide range of products is available
to meet the need of every target group, including
accessories. You can be assured of a product
that fulfills all your wishes.
It is essential that there is a proper mixture of
safety, jumping pleasure, quality, and price. That
is why Etan only supplies quality, for the top
brands as well as for the budget brands. Your
certified Etan dealer is happy to be of service.
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ETAN, THE VISION
We say ‘no’ to mass production and want to do something for society. We ensure that
children can play safely on our trampolines. Quality is not optional, which is why we
control every aspect of our product ourselves.
We respect our customers and the environment. That is why we produce safe
products from sustainable and durable materials. By doing this in our production
facility in the heart of Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina, we produce durable highquality trampolines that provide years of outdoor fun and, at the same time, stimulate
economic equality and help the less fortunate in our society.
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REPAIR SERVICE
Do you have a hole or rip in your jumping mat or did
a triangle come loose? Don’t worry, we can solve
most problems for you. When you fill in the repair
form on our website, we will contact you as soon as
possible. We will then come up with tailored advice
and a suitable solution. At Etan, we have an internal
repair department, which enables us to communicate properly about the agreements made. This way
your children can play on their trampoline again in
no time.
Visit the website www.etantrampolines.com/en for the conditions
and the repair form.
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TRAMPOLINES
What is the greatest benefit of jumping on a
trampoline? The answer is childishly simple:
jumping on a trampoline is fun! The feeling
of being weightless for a while, always a little
higher, always doing better tricks. Jumping
on a trampoline is not only fun. While you are
jumping, you will blush from playing outside.
For children, trampoline jumping is a fun
activity that can be performed in their own
garden. But don’t just think that trampoline
jumping becomes less attractive once you’re
an adult! Jumping Fitness is an example of
this.

DID YOU KNOW THAT...
in the beginning of the 20th century,
acts were performed in which the
so-called “bouncing beds” were used to
entertain the audience? The bouncing
bed actually was a small trampoline
covered with bedclothes on which the
acrobats performed, usually funny,
tricks.
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ETAN PREMIUM
With an Etan Premium trampoline, you can
count on quality, safety and a lot of fun in the
garden! The Etan Premium line is produced in
our own factory in Europe, with high-quality
sustainable and durable materials.
The Etan Premium line has a jumping mat
that has Etan’s unique Diamond System.
Alternately, a triangle with a hole and a
triangle with slot opening is attached to the
jumping mat.
As a result, not all springs are activated
simultaneously when jumping. For small
children, this means that they can still jump
smoothly with less weight. In combination
with the high-quality conical springs, where
zinc is incorporated in the steel of the springs,
the jumping power is optimal.
With an Etan Premium trampoline, you are
assured of a safe trampoline that remains
safe, strong and popular for years to come.

DID YOU KNOW THAT...
the first form of trampoline jumping was
practiced by the Eskimo’s? They used
whale skin to toss each other up into the
air.
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PREMIUM
STANDING
ROUND

12

Etan Premium Trampoline
green 14ft / 427 cm
with standard net

Etan Premium Trampoline
grey 08ft / 244 cm
with standard net

Etan Premium Trampoline
green 08ft / 244 cm
with deluxe net

Diameter

Height

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

EPG08C

Ø 244 cm

240 cm

60

180 mm

65,0 KG

145 x 55 x 63 cm

EPG10C

Ø 305 cm

240 cm

72

180 mm

81,8 KG

176 x 59 x 60 cm

EPG12C

Ø 366 cm

270 cm

80

220 mm

110,6 KG

161 x 59 x 66 cm

EPG14C

Ø 427 cm

270 cm

96

220 mm

123,0 KG

185 x 59 x 70 cm

Type

All the trampolines mentioned above are available in both deluxe and standard versions.
The warranty period of the trampolines varies per model. The following warranty periods apply to the premium trampolines: Frame - 10 years* | Jumping
mat - 5 years | Saftey pad - 5 years | Springs - 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years / Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other parts safety
net - 3 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases made via the website www.etantrampolines.com are automatically registered for 15 years warranty.
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PREMIUM
IN-GROUND
ROUND

14
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Etan Premium in-ground
Trampoline green
08ft / 244 cm

Etan Premium in-ground
Trampoline green
14ft / 427 cm

Etan Premium in-ground
Trampoline grey
10ft / 305 cm

Number of
springs

Type

Diameter

Height

IEPG08

Ø 244 cm

24 cm

60

IEPG10

Ø 305 cm

24 cm

IEPG12

Ø 366 cm

IEPG14

Ø 427 cm

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

180 mm

41,5 KG

129 x 50 x 58 cm

72

180 mm

50,2 KG

161 x 59 x 58 cm

24 cm

80

220 mm

64,3 KG

147 x 59 x 62 cm

24 cm

96

220 mm

74,0 KG

170 x 59 x 61 cm

The warranty period of the trampolines varies from model to model. For the premium trampolines the following warranty periods apply: Frame - 10 years*
| Jumping mat - 5 years | Saftey pad - 5 years | Springs - 10 years*.
For an overview of all warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases made via the website www.etantrampolines.com are
automatically registered for 15 years warranty.
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PREMIUM
IN-GROUND
ROUND

16
16

Etan Premium in-ground
trampoline grey
12ft / 366 cm with
standard net

Etan Premium in-ground
trampoline
08ft / 244 cm with
standard net

Etan Premium in-ground
trampoline green
14ft / 427 cm with deluxe net

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

200 cm

60

180 mm

59,8 KG

132 x 50 x 60 cm

Ø 305 cm

200 cm

72

180 mm

70,5 KG

171 x 59 x 60 cm

IEPG12C

Ø 366 cm

200 cm

80

220 mm

90,9 KG

148 x 59 x 64 cm

IEPG14C

Ø 427 cm

200 cm

96

220 mm

101,9 KG

171 x 59 x 70 cm

Type

Diameter

Height

IEPG08C

Ø 244 cm

IEPG10C

All above mentioned trampolines are also available in deluxe version.
The warranty period of the trampolines varies per model. The following warranty periods apply to the premium trampolines: Frame - 10 years* |
Jumping mat - 5 years | Springs 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years / Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other parts safety net - 3 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases via the website www.etantrampolines.com are automatically
registered for 15 years warranty.
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PREMIUM
STANDING
RECTANGLE

18
18

Etan Premium Trampoline
grey 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm
with standard net

Type

Diameter

Height

Etan Premium Trampoline
green 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm
with deluxe net

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

EPG0965C

281 x 201 cm

240 cm

52

180 mm

88,4 KG

164 x 59 x 58 cm

EPG1075C

310 x 232 cm

270 cm

80

220 mm

104,3 KG

167 x 59 x 59 cm

All above mentioned trampolines are also available in deluxe version.
The warranty period of the trampolines varies per model. The following warranty periods apply to the premium trampolines: Frame - 10 years* |
Jumping mat - 5 years | Springs 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years / Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other parts safety net - 3 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases via the website www.etantrampolines.com are automatically
registered for 15 years warranty.
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PREMIUM
IN-GROUND
RECTANGLE

20
20

Etan Premium in-ground Trampoline
green 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm

Etan Premium in-ground Trampoline
grey 1075ft / 310 x 232 cm

Type

Diameter

Height

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

IEPG0965

281 x 201 cm

24 cm

52

180 mm

53,0 KG

186 x 65 x 64 cm

IEPG1075

310 x 232 cm

24 cm

80

220 mm

65,7 KG

200 x 65 x 64 cm

The warranty period of the trampolines varies from model to model. For the premium trampolines the following warranty periods apply: Frame - 8
years* | Jumping mat - 5 years | Saftey pad - 5 years | Springs - 10 years*
For an overview of all the warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases via the website www.etantrampolines.com are automatically
registered for 15 years warranty.
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PREMIUM
IN-GROUND
RECTANGLE

22
22

Etan Premium in-ground
Trampoline grey
0965ft / 281 x 201 cm
with standard net

Type

Diameter

IEPG0965C

281 x 201 cm

IEPG1075C

310 x 232 cm

Etan Premium in-ground
Trampoline green
1075ft / 310 x 232 cm
with deluxe net

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

200 cm

52

180 mm

76,8 KG

186 x 65 x 65 cm

200 cm

80

220 mm

95,5 KG

200 x 65 x 63 cm

Height

Package dimensions

All above mentioned trampolines are also available in deluxe version.
The warranty period of the trampolines varies per model. The following warranty periods apply to the premium trampolines: Frame - 10 years* | Jumping
mat - 5 years | Springs 10 years* | Steel safety net (standard) - 5 years / Steel safety net (Deluxe) - 10 years | Other parts safety net - 3 years.
For an overview of all the warranty periods of all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
*After registration on the Etan website 15 years, without registration 10 years. Purchases via the website www.etantrampolines.com are automatically
registered for 15 years warranty.
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ETAN HI-FLYER
An Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline is ideal for the
starting trampoline jumper. The Hi-Flyer is
available as a round and rectangular trampoline,
with or without safety net. Whether you are
looking for an upright or an inground trampoline,
the Etan Hi-Flyer line has a suitable model for
every need.
What makes the Etan Hi-Flyer trampoline so
ideal for the novice jumper, is not only the pricequality ratio. The Hi-Flyer line is already available
from 06ft or 183 cm, which means that even the
youngest jumpers can safely learn to jump the
trampoline.
All in all a beautiful beginner’s trampoline that
guarantees years of fun!
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HI-FLYER
STANDING

26
26

Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline
green 12ft / 366 cm
with safety net

Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline
green 08ft / 244 cm
with safety net

Etan Hi-Flyer Trampoline
green 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm
with safety net

Type

Diameter

Height

Number of
springs

Spring length

HF06C

Ø 183 cm

240 cm

36

175 mm

45,8 KG

130 x 41 x 51 cm

HF08C

Ø 244 cm

240 cm

48

175 mm

52,6 KG

132 x 47 x 53 cm

HF10C

Ø 305 cm

260 cm

60

175 mm

67,0 KG

163 x 49 x 50 cm

HF12C

Ø 366 cm

267 cm

72

175 mm

86,0 KG

151 x 47 x 56 cm

Weight

Package dimensions

Ø 427 cm

267 cm

96

175 mm

98,4 KG

173 x 51 x 56 cm

HF0965C

281 x 201 cm

273 cm

48

175 mm

75,4 KG

144 x 56 x 45 cm

HF1075C

310 x 232 cm

273 cm

54

175 mm

80,0 KG

156 x 56 x 45 cm

HF14C

The warranty period of the trampolines varies from model to model. For the Etan Hi-Flyer trampolines the following warranty periods apply:
Frame - 8 years | Jumping mat - 2 years | Saftey pad - 2 years | Springs - 2 years | The steel of the safety net - 3 years and other parts - 2 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
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HI-FLYER
IN-GROUND

28
28

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground
Trampoline green
08ft / 244 cm

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground
Trampoline green
14ft / 427 cm

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground trampoline
green 0965ft / 281 x 201 cm

Type

Diameter

Height

Number of
springs

Spring length

Weight

Package dimensions

IHF08

Ø 244 cm

23 cm

48

175 mm

31,8 KG

135 x 57 x 30 cm

IHF10

Ø 305 cm

23 cm

60

175 mm

38,8 KG

163 x 57 x 30 cm
149 x 57 x 38 cm

IHF12

Ø 366 cm

23 cm

72

175 mm

48,0 KG

IHF14

Ø 427 cm

23 cm

96

175 mm

57,0 KG

172 x 57 x 38 cm

IHF0965

281 x 201 cm

23 cm

48

175 mm

40,4 KG

154 x 57 x 28 cm

IHF1075

310 x 232 cm

23 cm

54

175 mm

44,3 KG

162 x 57 x 28 cm

The warranty period of the trampolines varies from model to model. The following warranty periods apply to Hi-Flyer trampolines:
Frame - 8 years | Jumping mat - 2 years | Saftey pad - 2 years | Springs - 2 years | Other parts - 2 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
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HI-FLYER
IN-GROUND
WITH NET

30
30

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground
Trampoline green
08ft / 244 cm
with safety net

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground
Trampoline green
12ft / 366 cm
with safety net

Etan Hi-Flyer in-ground
Trampoline green
0965ft / 281 x 201 cm
with safety net
Number of
springs

Spring length

200 cm

48

175 mm

54,1 KG

134 x 57 x 44 cm

Ø 305 cm

200 cm

60

175 mm

55,1 KG

163 x 57 x 44 cm

IHF12C

Ø 366 cm

200 cm

72

175 mm

70,4 KG

148 x 57 x 52 cm

IHF14C

Ø 427 cm

200 cm

96

175 mm

81,3 KG

171 x 57 x 52 cm

IHF0965C

281 x 201 cm

200 cm

48

175 mm

54,1 KG

153 x 57 x 44 cm

IHF1075C

310 x 232 cm

200 cm

54

175 mm

58,5 KG

162 x 57 x 42 cm

Type

Diameter

Height

IHF08C

Ø 244 cm

IHF10C

Weight

Package dimensions

The warranty period of the trampolines varies from model to model. The following warranty periods apply to Hi-Flyer trampolines:
Frame - 8 years | Jumping mat - 2 years | Saftey pad - 2 years | Springs - 2 years | The steel of the safety net - 3 years and other parts - 2 years.
For an overview of all warranty periods for all trampolines and the warranty conditions go to the website www.etantrampolines.com.
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XCHANGE
JUMPING MATS
Sometimes it is very difficult to find a trampoline
jumping mat to replace your current jumping mat. Is
the product out of the collection, elsewhere incredibly
expensive or simply nowhere to be found?
With the Etan Xchange trampoline jumping mats, you
can easily find a replacement mat for your trampoline
at an attractive price.
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XCHANGE
SAFETY PAD
Are you looking for good safety pads that will ensure
that your trampoline will last for a number of years?
Then Etan’s brand new Xchange safety pads are the
solution for you.
These universal safety pads are made of high quality
German PVC. The lifespan of this PVC is considerably
longer than when it is sourced from Asia.
But in addition to quality, these safety pads fit all
trampolines with the corresponding dimensions and
cover the springs completely. High quality, an
attractive price and easy to confirm.
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TRAMPOLINE
SAFETY PAD
Did you know that a trampoline safety pad is one
of the essential parts of a trampoline? It protects
your children from injury and ensures that all the
springs are covered. Choose the Etan Premium
safety pad if you are looking for a safety pad that
lasts at least 5 to 7 years. Safety first!
Universal safety pad or specifically for Etan
Premium trampolines, we offer a wide range of
trampoline safety pads. These safety pads ensure
that the springs are covered and that even the
smallest jumpers do not get hurt. Etan safety
pads are available in green and grey.
Check out the range of safety pads on the website or visit your nearest Etan partner. Can’t you
find a safety pad with the measurements of your
trampoline? Don’t worry! We also make custom
safety pads. Take a look at the website or contact
us. www.etantrampolines.com/en
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TRAMPOLINE
JUMPING MAT
A good jumping mat is crucial for the highest
jumps. Do you need a new jumping mat, but are
you not sure which size you need? Go to our website, your nearest Etan sales location or contact
our customer service for tailored advice.
If you want a jumping mat that improves the
durability of your trampoline, we recommend
the Etan Premium jumping mat. These jumping
mats are equipped with Etan’s unique Diamond
System. This system ensures that the springs are
activated one by one, rather than all at once while
jumping.
Are you looking for a jumping mat with a different
size? At Etan Trampolines we specialize in producing jumping mats of any size. Take a look at the
website or contact us for the possibilities.

ETAN’s DIAMOND SYSTEM
The Diamond System has replaced the classic
iron triangles on the Etan Premium trampoline
jumping mat with plastic triangles. The openings
in these plastic triangles are alternately large and
small.
In this way, the first half of the springs are loaded
and only then the other half. This means that even
the smallest jumpers can make the smoothest
jumps.
For a full explanation of the Diamond System, go to
www.etantrampolines.com
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TRAMPOLINE
SPRINGS
The springs of a trampoline are the
components that help you jump higher and
higher. The Etan Premium springs, which
are made in the Netherlands, are not coated
with zinc but contain zinc. This prevents
the springs from rusting and therefore, last
longer, compared to traditional trampoline
springs.

DID YOU KNOW THAT....
zinc-coated springs may lose their
coating in the long term. As a result, the
spring becomes brittle and can rust.

We have springs of different qualities in
sizes 14, 16.5, 17.5, 18, 22 and 25 cm. All our
springs are available per 50 and per 10.
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OTHER
SPARE PARTS
Trampoline safety net
At Etan Trampolines, we have safety nets
for the Etan Premium and Etan Hi-Flyer
models. We have these for both inground and
standing trampolines, round and rectangular.
In the colours green and anthracite grey.
The Etan Premium trampoline safety nets are
available in a standard and deluxe version.
The deluxe safety nets have curved poles
instead of straight poles. In addition, these
poles are provided with thicker foam.
Both nets are available for both upright and
inground trampolines in the colours green
and anthracite grey.

Trampoline frame
Our trampoline frame parts are made of
galvanized steel, insensitive to external
weather influences. In this way, these parts
provide a solid construction that guarantees
years of playing pleasure.
More parts are available on the website or at
your nearest Etan point of sale. Can’t find the
part you are looking for? Then please contact
us via www.etantrampolines.com.
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ETAN
WEATHER COVER

38

TRAMPOLINE
WEATHER COVER
A weather cover, or protective cover, not
only keeps your trampoline clean, but also
extends the life of your trampoline. They are
available for a wide range of trampolines
in the colour grey and transparent. Our
grey protective covers are made of highquality German PVC and are UV-resistant.
The transparent covers are made of a
sturdy agricultural cover and available at an
appealing price.
All covers have an opening at the top of the
cover, which allows rainwater to drain away
and prevents condensation.
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TRAMPOLINE
ACCESSOIRES

1

1. INSTALLATION KIT
Do you want to bury an upright trampoline?
This is possible with the Etan Trampolines
installation kit! With this kit you maintain the
jumping power and optimal air displacement
of an upright trampoline.

2. REPARATION KIT
Is there a hole in your jumping mat? Don’t be
sad! With the Etan trampoline repair kit you
can easily repair the hole yourself.

2

Are you still not sure if the jumping mat can
be fixed or do you have doubts about the
safety of the jumper? Contact us to receive
advice from our expert.

3. TRAMPOLINE SOCKS
With these fun trampoline socks from Etan
you can’t slip on the trampoline and you also
have warm feet!

40

3

4

4. ANCHORING SET
Anchor your upright or buried trampoline
with the Etan trampoline anchoring set. With
this set your trampoline is safe in the garden,
even in case of a heavy storm!

5

5. TRAMPOLINE LADDER
Do you need an easier way to climb on your
upright trampoline? The solution is a handy
trampoline ladder that is quick to assemble.
The Etan Premium trampoline ladder is
available in 65 cm high and 95 cm high.

DID YOU KNOW THAT....
you can also easily contact us via
Whatsapp? Visit the website for the
Whatsapp function.
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